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INTRODUCTION 

This Catalogue provides an overview of the training experiences that Companies, Non-

Governmental Organisations, Universities, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, along 

with other training providers may conduct in the field of Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) within the project HECOS FOR ETHICS. 

 

Ethical training is a core mandate of the European Commission, which recommends  

including CSR and ethical skills development into the training programmes of managers 

and employees within EU.  

 

This catalogue will serve a network of entities, which will be able to provide participants 

with innovative non-formal and informal training opportunities.  

 

All entities interested in leading a HECOS for ETHICS have the opportunity to organise the 

training experiences described in this catalogue and deliver part of training 

independently.  

 

The Catalogue offers trainings on a wide range of topics in which the partnership of this 

project has expertise: Human Rights, Labour, Environment, Safety and Security, Non-

Discrimination, Anti-corruption, Supply Chain Management and Responsible Marketing. 

Crosscutting issues will also be addressed. 
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

On the renewed strategy 2011-2014 for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), European 

Commission puts forward a new definition of CSR as being “the responsibility of enter-

prises for their impacts on society”. 

 

In addition to economic responsibilities, this involvement entails social and environ-

mental responsibilities which can provide companies with long term guidance and mo-

tivate their executives and employees towards a proactive behaviour. The United Na-

tions in their 2015 Guide to Corporate Sustainability presents CSR as an “imperative for 

business today – essential to long-term corporate success and for ensuring that markets 

deliver value across society”. In fact “the well-being of workers, communities and the 

planet is inextricably tied to the health of the business”. 

 

The concept and importance of CSR as a form of competitive self-regulation proce-

dure is integrated into a business model which: 

 

 Enhances business sustainability; 

 Provides new opportunities;  

 Maximizes the creation of shared value for their owners shareholders and society 

at large;  

 Identifies, prevents and mitigates its possible adverse impacts. 

 

From an Ethical perspective Sustainable Development is the “(...) ethically founded re-

sponse to a worldwide process in which not only research is increasingly carried out on 

the basis of private and economic interests but where these interests are also shaping 

the profile of academically educated young people” (Altner and Michelsen, 2005 cit. in 

Barth et al, 2007).  

 

  

“CSR shall be unmistakably defined as a 

responsibility incumbent upon all 

management levels and it shall be subject 

to ongoing follow-up by top  executives”.  

Bernardo Kliksberg, Father of Social 

Management. Pioneer of Ethics for 

development and Business Social 

Responsibility. 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/140557.Bernardo_Kliksberg
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TRAINING METHODOLOGY 

To develop ethical competences within HECOS for Ethics implies a three stage learning 

path rooted in the conceptual and methodological principles already mentioned. The  

three stages are sequential and should be implemented by the order presented here: 1) 

non-formal training, 2) informal experience, 3) final assessment. 

 

NON-FORMAL TRAINING  

Non-formal training is a classroom training course based on non-formal education meth-

ods. This course aims at training and preparing HECOS participants for the following stage 

of training: an experience at the field level. This training includes nine thematic modules. 

Each module includes a set of topics related to policies, practices and relevant discussions 

at the  international, regional and national levels.  

 

INFORMAL EXPERIENCE 

Informal training is the second stage of a HECOS experience. After the non-formal training 

each participant is given the opportunity to go through a field experience where they can 

learn from a case study related to the theme that they have been working on in the class-

room. Potential Informal training venues include scenarios where CSOs or governmental 

institutions carry out their initiatives related to vulnerable contexts and communities around 

the world. Informal training can take place at the local, national, regional or international 

level. 

 

FINAL ASSESSMENT 

The last step of an HECOS experience is a final assessment of participants learning out-

comes and competences developed throughout the earlier stages of the experience. The 

main purpose of this final meeting is to support the participants in recognising and ac-

knowledging the personal transformation triggered by a HECOS for Ethics experience. 

© Rosto Solidário 
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HECOS EXPERIENCES 

Taking into consideration stakeholders’ available time and their preferred learning path, it 

is possible to choose one out of four HECOS Experiences. Each of these options is aligned 

with the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) framework. Thus, by attending Option A, 

B, C or D participants will accumulate different amounts of credits (see table 1).  

 

          Table 1. Hecos for Ethics credits 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Following non-formal learning and education features, the HECOS approach to training 

envisions a learning path which links individual and social learning, fosters symmetrical 

teaching/learning relations and is participatory and learner-centered. The training is holis-

tic and process-oriented, close to real-life concerns, experiential and oriented towards 

learning-by-doing. It is voluntary, uses intercultural exchanges and encounters as learning 

devices, and aims above all to convey and practise the values and skills of democratic 

life. 

 

STAKEHOLDERS AND PARTICIPANTS 

Ideally, throughout the three-step training process a partnership should be developed 

with business companies, commerce and industry chambers, training providers and civil 

society organisations: 

 

 Companies, Universities and NGOs making the decision to engage HECOS and to take 

the lead of the process (individually or as a group); mapping a group of participants and 

drawing a HECOS experience plan based on group and institutional expectations (area/

module, timeframe, schedule, group of trainers, informal training context and location); 

 Training providers/Universities preparing and facilitating non-formal training as well as 

conducting the final learning assessment. Alternatively, the training can be ensured by a 

consultant or independent trainers willing to work pro-bono. It is up to the leading organi-

sation which is more suitable. 

 NGOs and other civil society organisations hosting a participant during their informal 

experience in local development or international development cooperation pro-

grammes/ projects implemented in a Global South context. CSOs should support the non-

formal trainings particularly in aspects related to national/ local context and their scope 

of work. 
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HECOS LEARNING OUTCOMES AND CROSSCUTTING COMPETENCIES  

All training modules are planned to correspond to a level 6 learning experience within the 

European Qualification Framework. As with the rest of the 8 EQF levels, level 6 “is defined by a 

set of descriptors indicating the learning outcomes relevant to qualifications at that level in 

any system of qualifications”.  

The goal of a HfE training is to learn from the different modules as well as to develop sustain-

ability competencies (knowledge, skills and attitudes) at the end of its three stages process: 

formal training, informal training and final assessment. Participants who want to obtain credits 

for participation in the HfE training should: 

 Take part in a HfE training on one of the 8 topics mentioned in the Catalogue: Hu-

man Rights, Labour, Environment, Safety & Security, Non-discrimination, Anti-

corruption, Supply Chain Management, Responsible Marketing.  

 Take part in an evaluation trajectory which shows their level of performance of 

sustainability competencies and the progress they have made on several as-

pects.  

The sustainability competencies which will be developed during the HfE training are based on 

Wiek’s (2011) interlinked and interdependent competencies framework. The development of 

these sustainability competencies allows students to create solutions and give advice about 

complex, problem-based sustainability issues/cases related to the HfE topics. The sustainability 

competencies which should be developed are: 

1. Systems-thinking competence: the ability to analyze complex systems across dif-

ferent domains (society, environment, economy, etc.) and across different scales 

(local to global);and the ability to analyze complex systems includes compre-

hending, empirically verifying, and articulating their structure, key components, 

and dynamics 

2.  Strategic competence: the ability to design and implement interventions, transi-

tions, and transformative governance strategies toward sustainability 

3. Anticipatory competence: the ability to analyze, evaluate, and craft visions of the 

future related to sustainability issues 

4. Normative competence: the ability to map, specify, apply, reconcile, and negoti-

ate sustainability values, principles, goals, and targets; and this capacity is based 

on acquired normative knowledge including concepts of justice, equity, social-

ecological integrity, and ethics  

5.  Interpersonal competence: the ability to motivate, enable, and facilitate col-

laborative and participatory sustainability research and problem solving; this ca-

pacity includes advanced skills in communicating, deliberating and negotiating, 

collaborating, leadership, pluralistic and trans-cultural thinking and empathy  
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide offers 

a set of activities for each of the 

modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

themes and methodologi cal 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information 

on specific activities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 
E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Human Rights 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on Human 

Rights principles and issues with specific regard to CSR. Human rights 

education constitutes an essential contribution to the long-term 

prevention of human rights abuses and represents an important 

investment to achieve a just society in which the human rights of all are 

valued and respected. Training modules include topics which are 

common to the other catalogue themes, such as Corporate Social 

Responsibility, Cooperation for Development and Intercultural 

Dialogue. Specific topics, duration and the offer of different options 

tailored to the participants’ needs can be summarised in the table 

below. 

 To understand how business 

influences Human Rights; 

 T o  re cogn i se  d i f fe re nt 

approaches to Human Rights 

according to specific groups: 

women, migrants, children; 

 To acknowledge Human Rights 

Education and Activi sm 

initiatives and tools within CSR. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Human Rights 3 2 1 1 

2. Women Rights 2 1 1 1 

3. Human Rights and Migrations 2 2 1 1 

4. Children Right Convention 3 2 1 1 

5. Human Right violations 3 2 1 1 

6.  Analysis, advocacy, lobbying,  etc. 4 4 2 2 

7. Business and Human Rights 5 3 3 2 

10 6 5 4 8. Human Rights and CSR (final project) 

Topic 

© Rosto Solidário 
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide offers 

a set of activities for each of the 

modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

themes and methodologi cal 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information 

on specific activities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 

E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Labour 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on 

International Labour Standards (ILSs) and principles with specific regard 

to CSR. The provision of training on ILs and good practices acknowl-

edged internationally can contribute to the economic and social 

development at the global level. Training modules include topics which 

are common to the other catalogue themes, such as Corporate Social 

Responsibility, Cooperation for Development and Intercultural 

Dialogue. Specific topics, duration and the offer of different options to 

be tailored to the participants’ needs can be summarised in the table 

below. 

 To understand different CSR 

dimensions concerning labour; 

 To recognise different social 

and cultural perceptions 

related to labour status - 

i n f o r m a l  e c o n o m y , 

volunteering, etc.; 

 To acknowledge tools and 

systems that foster justice and 

sustainability within the labour 

framework. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Labour 1 1 1 1 

2. Legal framework, regional and 

international protection mechanisms 

2 2 1 1 

3. Self-employment and placement 2 2 1 1 

4. Informal economy 2 2 1 1 

5. Voluntary work 4 3 1 2 

6.  Analysis, advocacy, lobbying,  etc 4 3 1 1 

7. Labour and CSR as a Human Right 5 3 3 2 

8. Cultural representations of work 

related to gender, age, etc. 

4 2 2 1 

10 6 5 4 9. Human Rights and CSR (final project) 

Topic SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© Rosto Solidário 
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide offers 

a set of activities for each of the 

modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

themes and methodologi cal 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information 

on specific activities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 

E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Supply Chain Management 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on Supply 

Chain Management (SCM) principles and issues with specific regard to 

CSR. The increasing of globalisation and business competition raises 

new challenges and opportunities to manage suppliers down the 

chain. The relation between SCM and CSR seeks an efficient, holistic 

and comprehensive approach to SCM and business strategy. Training 

modules include topics which are common to the other catalogue 

themes, such as Corporate Social Responsibility, Cooperation for 

Development and Intercultural Dialogue. Specific topics, duration and 

the offer of different options to be tailored to the participants’ needs 

can be summarised in the table below. 

 T o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e 

fundamentals of Supply 

Chain Management; 

 To recognise the challenges 

and opportunities within SCM; 

 To acknowledge tools and 

systems that foster justice and 

common well-being within 

SCM. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Fundamentals of Supply Chain 

Management 

2 2 1 1 

2. Data and context around the world 2 2 1 1 

3. Supply Chain challenges and 

opportunities 

4 2 2 2 

4. Sustainable initiatives and “green 

causes” 

7 5 3 3 

5. Supply Chain Management and CSR 7 5 3 3 

6.  Supply Chain Management and 

CSR (Final project) 

10 6 5 4 

Topic 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

© OIKOS Onlus 
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide offers 

a set of activities for each of the 

modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

the me s  and me thodo l og i ca l 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information on 

specific activities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 

E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Safety & Security 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on Safety 

and Security principles and issues with specific regard to CSR. 

Companies have the responsibility to maintain the safety and security 

of their operations within an operating framework whilst ensuring 

respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. Training modules 

include topics which are common to the other catalogue themes, 

such as Corporate Social Responsibility, Cooperation for Development 

and Intercultural Dialogue. Specific topics, duration and the offer of 

different options to be tailored to the participants’ needs can be 

summarised in the table below. 

 To understand the Safety and 

Security scope within CSR; 

 To recognise the relevance of 

S a f e t y  a n d  S e c u r i t y 

particularly within private 

sector; 

 To acknowledge tools and 

business models that respect 

and foster Safety and 

Security. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Safety and Security: concepts and 

scope 

4 3 2 2 

2. Safety and security for business 5 4 2 2 

3. Business Social Support Systems 6 4 3 2 

4. CSR related to Safety and security 7 5 3 4 

5. Safety and Security and CSR (final 

project) 

10 6 5 3 

Topic 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

© Rosto Solidário 
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide offers 

a set of activities for each of the 

modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

themes and methodologi cal 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information 

on specific activities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 

E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Non-discrimination 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on Non-

discrimination principles and issues with specific regard to CSR. 

Businesses, governments, non-profits and other organisations need to 

adopt these principles for a global marketplace. In so doing, it becomes 

important to develop cross-cultural competences that acknoweldge, in 

particular, diversity and inclusion which allows people from all 

backgrounds to hear and be heard, understand and be understood, 

and work together productively. Training modules include topics which 

are common to the other catalogue themes, such as Corporate Social 

Responsibility, Cooperation for Development and Intercultural Dialogue. 

Specific topics, duration and the offer of different options tailored to the 

participants’ needs can be summarised in the table below. 

 To understand the concepts 

of Equality, Equity and 

Discrimination; 

 To recognise di f ferent 

discrimination drivers; 

 To acknowledge the tools 

and approaches that foster 

non-discrimination attitudes. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Identity, Diversity, Equality, Equity 

concepts 

4 3 1 1 

2. Discrimination based on disabilities, 

religion, nationality, political options, 

gender, cultural background 

4 3 2 2 

3. Intercultural understanding and 

dialogue 

4 3 2 2 

4. Gender Equality and balance 4 3 2 2 

5. Global Citizenship Education 6 4 3 3 

6.  Non discrimination and CSR (final 

project 

10 6 5 3 

Topic 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

© Rosto Solidário 
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide 

offers a set of activities for each of 

the modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

themes and methodological 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information 

on specific activities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 
E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Anti-corruption 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on Anti-

corruption principles and issues. Corruption causes huge damage to 

society impacting and affecting both governments, a variety of 

organisations, and individuals. The challenges posed by corruption 

need to be faced more efficiently by engaging a wide range of actors 

Training modules include topics which are common to the other 

catalogue themes, such as Corporate Social Responsibility, 

Cooperation for Development and Intercultural Dialogue. Specific 

topics, duration and the offer of different options to be tailored to the 

participants’ needs can be summarised in the table below. 

 To understand the impact 

of Corruption on Business; 

 To recognise CSR as an Anti

-corruption Mechanism; 

 To acknowledge the 

international anti-corruption 

framework as well as being 

aware of its weaknesses. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Labour 3 2 1 1 

2. Legal framework, regional and 

international protection mechanisms 

3 2 1 1 

3. Self-employment and placement 4 3 1 1 

4. Informal economy 4 3 2 2 

5. Voluntary work 4 3 3 2 

6.  Analysis, advocacy, lobbying,  etc 4 3 2 2 

7. Labour and CSR as a Human Right 10 6 5 4 

Topic 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

© Libera-Mente Onlus  
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide offers 

a set of activities for each of the 

modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

themes and methodologi cal 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information 

on specific activities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 
E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Environment 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on 

Environmental issues and the impact that private companies have on 

the Environment. Environmental CSR contributes towards raising 

companies’ awareness on what the impact of their activities have on 

the Environment and Human well-being. Indeed, the way companies 

regulate their consumption and production procedures has been 

impacting the global environment. Training modules include topics 

which are common to the other catalogue themes, such as Corporate 

Social Responsibility, Cooperation for Development and Intercultural 

Dialogue. Specific topics, duration and the offer of different options 

tailored to the participants’ needs can be summarised in the table 

below. 

 To understand how business 

impact on Environment and 

Natural Resources; 

 To recognise that respecting 

the Environment and the 

natural resources are crucial 

for Sustainable Development; 

 To acknowledge the tools and 

s t r a te g i e s  f o r  e th i ca l 

Environment Management. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Environment– Concepts and scope 2 2 1 1 

2. Environment Protection 3 2 2 1 

3. Environment  Sustainability for 

business 

5 3 2 2 

4. Environmental Management and 

CSR 

5 4 2 3 

5. Tools and Strategies for 

Environmental Management & CSR 

7 5 3 3 

6.  Environment & CSR (final project) 10 6 5 3 

Topic 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

© OIKOS Onlus 
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HECOS for Ethics Training Guide offers 

a set of activities for each of the 

modules. This set is a result of a 

mapping activity process including 

themes and methodologi cal 

approaches close to HECOS scope 

and propose. Please check HFE’S 

training Guide for more information 

on specific avtivities. 

 
HECOS for Ethics  

 
E-mail: info@hecosforethics.eu 
 
Website: www.hecosforethics.eu  

Responsible marketing 
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on 

Responsible Marketing. CSR in Marketing should be instrumentally 

infused in branding. There are examples of good practices of 

Responsible Marketing, showing the commitment of companies with 

regards to their products’ social impact and the response of  

consumers, activists and the general expectations of society. Training 

modules include topics which are common to the other catalogue 

themes, such as Corporate Social Responsibility, Cooperation for 

Development and Intercultural Dialogue. Specific topics, duration and 

the offer of different options tailored to the participants’ needs can be 

summarised in the table below. 

 To understand the links 

b e t w e e n  M a r k e t i n g 

strategies and the Business 

Sector and its impact on 

global development. 

 To recognise the value 

added by responsible 

marketing. 

 To acknowledge the tools 

and approache s of 

responsible marketing. 

 Workload (hours) 

Option A Option B Option C Option D 

1. Marketing Concept 2 2 2 2 

2. Cause Marketing Trends 6 4 2 2 

3. Responsible Marketing Mix 7 5 3 2 

4. Responsible Marketing 7 5 3 3 

5. Responsible Marketing 10 6 5 4 

Topic 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

© Rosto Solidário 
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Crosscutting issues — 

 Summer School  
Sustainable Management 

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

This training provides an opportunity to educate participants on 

sustainable management. Several topics such as responsible 

marketing, environment and supply chain management will be 

discussed.  

The Summer School of Sustainable Management is a short intensive 

training course organised by Odisee University College, KU Leuven 

and VOKA Oost-Vlaanderen. It brings together business managers, 

NGO managers and students to foster their sustainable thinking, 

increase their awareness of sustainable business opportunities and 

provide them with knowledge and skills to translate sustainable ideas 

into relevant and viable business initiatives. 

 To understand the impact 

of the business sector on 

environment and natural 

resources.  

 To understand the links 

b e t w e e n  m a r k e t i n g 

strategies and the business 

sector and its impact on 

global development and to 

u n d e r s t a n d  t h e 

fundamentals of sustainable 

supply chain management.  

 To recognise the value 

added by sustainable 

management and to 

discover new challenges 

and opportunities within 

sustainable management.  

 To acknowledge new tools 

and approaches for 

sustainable management. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

The Summer School of Sustainable Management offers a set of ac-

tivities for each of the chosen topics and enhances a sustainable 

way of working from an academic and entrepreneurial point of 

view. The activities are based on HECOS’ methodological ap-

proach and purpose.  

Odisee University College 
 

Email: elien.crois@odisee.be 

Phone: +32 (0)2- 300 22 18  

© Odissee 
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Transportation: Organised by PRC 

SCCI, staff cars/minibus  

 

Accommodation: organized by train-

ing participants 

 

Language: Slovak  

 

Currency: Euro 

 

PRC SCCI, Prešov, Slovakia  

 

Email: juraj.kupciha@sopk.sk  

 

Phone: +421 51 7580 062  

Human Rights 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

New approaches to the Education of Roma Children,        

PRC SCCI (Slovakia) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The ROMA EDUCATION project aims to improve the educational attain-

ment of the children of Roma ethnicity at primary school level. Educa-

tion of Roma children must take into account the specifics of Roma 

ethnicity, their social level, family background and social status. All 

these considerations are reflected in the improvement of education of 

Roma children  as well as the preparation of teachers and “Roma assis-

tants“. One of the impacts of project is also the preparation of the best 

pupils for secondary schools, some of whom are members of PRC SCCI. 

 Enhance knowledges 

about the education of 

Roma children; 

 Understand the problem 

and propose effective 

solutions at both the local 

and the national levels. 

© PRC SCII 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two-week training and visit including a workshop of four hours. 

The workshop will be organised in PRC SCCI within the context of HfE 

project. The main activities include: 

 A four-hour presentation on the main problems and intentended 

policies for a concept of the education of Roma children and pupils 

in PRC SCCI field; 

 A visit to the project locations, primary schools in the region with 

majority Roma ethnicity; 

 Discussion groups and brainstorming meetings with relevant 

stakeholders and Roma’s beneficiaries, to identify the needs and 

solutions to improve the students’ educational context: (i) the 

assessment and identification, solutions and measures to improve 

the education of Roma children; (ii) the determining of involvement, 

participation and responsibilities of participants in this process; (iii) 

evaluation of intentions of each participants once a year at the 

end of the school year. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Transportation: organised by the pro-

ject staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in Udine (lodges, private 

apartments, etc.) 

 

Language: Italian 

 

Currency: Euro 

OIKOS Onlus 

  
Email: cristina.pugnale@oikosonlus.net 

         chiara.torassa@oikosonlus.net 
  

Phone: +39 (0)432 520803 

Human Rights 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Improving refugees’ inclusion into the European communities 

Oikos Onlus (Italy)  

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

OIKOS Onlus in partnership with Pesariis' PROTEZIONE CIVILE and 

Pesariis local association intend to raise awareness of the refugees' 

situation with the aim of discovering the concrete problems that refu-

gees deal with during their journey. The aim of these trainings is to 

encourage participants to find concrete solutions for the integration 

and inclusion of refugees in European society and to give voice to 

their personal stories. 

 Enhance the knowledge 

and understanding of 

the routes of asylum 

seekers and migration 

flows; 

 Learn and experience 

innovative solutions for 

the inclusion of asylum 

seekers. 

ACTVITIES 

This is a one week training course which will be conducted in Pesariis. 

It is a very small town and  all the associations of the region will be 

involved in the simulation and the following workshops. Main activities 

include: 

 Team building activities; 

 A 24 hour simulation of the refugees´ route to experience what 

forces people to flee and the psychological stress and emotions 

during that escape; 

 Two days of debriefing and seminars to facilitate the recoup of the 

experience ; 

 Meeting with refugees to listen to real experiences of escape and 

compare them with the simulation and to create a real 

connection with them; 

 Creation, in collaboration with the refugees, of tools which will 

promote the experience and at the same time will give voice to 

the asylum seekers. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© OIKOS Onlus 
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Transportation:  organized by the pro-

ject staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organized by the 

project staff in Udine (lodges, private 

apartments, etc.) 

 

Language: Italian 

 

Currency: Euro 

OIKOS Onlus 

  
Email: cristina.pugnale@oikosonlus.net 

         chiara.torassa@oikosonlus.net 
  

Phone: +39 (0)432 520803 

Human Rights 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The AURA project,  Oikos Onlus (Italy) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The AURA project aims for the inclusion of asylum seekers into the 

local context, offering bureaucratic and language support and 

creating a network which supports their intergration into European 

society. The training aims to create a learning opportunity by 

connecting the participants with the lives of immigrants, focusing on 

the difficulties and opportunities of integrating into European society. 

The training will challenge participants to develop new opportunities 

of learning for the asylum seekers, whilst also being a useful instrument 

to raise awareness within the sending organisation regarding the issue. 

 Enhance the knowledge 

and understanding on 

asylum seekers 

 A c q u i r e  n e w 

understanding on the 

Immigrants Human Rights 

situation in European 

countries 

ACTIVITIES 

The training lasts one week and includes seminars, practical activities and 

workshops. The aim of the training is to think up original teaching materials for 

different subjects which are to be used in the classroom and/or structured 

activities of the hosting organisation with the asylum seekers. Main activities 

include: 

 Seminar concerning the cultures involved in the training, lead by a 

psychologist with expertise in immigration, to understand the main difficulties 

the asylum seekers find when they get in contact with our society; 

 Practical activities with the asylum seekers to gain insight on the "new 

students" point of view; 

 Build up innovative teaching materials to enhance and create an effective 

inclusion of the asylum seekers in our society, using the framework of new 

competences and knowledge acquired, taking into consideration the needs 

of the asylum seekers; 

 Experience the new tools in the asylum seekers’ class: receiving an 

immediate feedback from the final users. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© OIKOS Onlus 
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Transport: Taxi, Rent-a-car. 

 

Accommodation: touristic—hotel, 

guest house 

 

Language: Portuguese, Creoule GB  

 

Currency: Franco Cfa 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW YOU: 

 Human Rights 
 Observatory of Rights, Liga Guineense dos Direitos Humanos 

(Guinea-Bissau) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Observatory of Rights intends to develop a culture of human rights 

in Guinea-Bissau, favouring citizen action and the effective respect of 

all rights. Its mission is about developing a culture of multidimensionality, 

which includes civic, political, economic, social and cultural rights, as 

well as environmental and cybernetic rights. These rights form the basis 

of the relationship between citizens and the institutions of power and its 

practices — political tradition and religious power in the household and 

in other forms of power. The contribution for a human rights’ culture 

emerges from the need to oppose the current culture of impunity and 

sense of insecurity, either in the public or in the private spheres. The 

Observatory of Rights was created to improve the knowledge and 

monitoring of human rights in Guinea-Bissau. This implies creating the 

conditions to access information about human rights in the develop-

ment of actions focused on those rights. It implies a higher level of co-

ordination and interaction between Civil Society Organisations (CSO) 

and the development of their capacity to intervene and an increased 

knowledge of human rights by society in general. 

ACTIVITIES: 

This is a seven-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the local context and project background and its 

aims; 

 Participation in awareness-raising activities and training sessions;  

 Visits to the communities with a local project’s officer.  

 

 Discover the culture and the 

local way of life; 

 Acquire or strengthen know-

ledge in the area of HR in 

GB: its opportunities and 

challenges. 

 Understand the intervention 

methodology applied by 

LGDH. 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© LGDH 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Transport:  Organised by project staff.   

 

Accommodation:  Guest-house, Hotel 

(support from Mosaiko’s team  

 

Language: Portuguese  

 

Currency: Kwanza 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW YOU: 

 Human Rights 
Promotion of Human Rights, Mosaiko (Angola) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Founded in 1997 by the Dominican Missionaries, Mosaiko is a non-profit 

Angolan organisation. It was the first Angolan institution to assume 

clearly in its mission the promotion of Human Rights (HR) in Angola. Gui-

ded by a strong social commitment, the objective of Mosaiko is the res-

pect for human dignity and the development of the Angolan society, 

as a result of each and everybody’s contribution. Its intervention is focu-

sed on the production and dissemination of materials about HR, training 

of different social actors in the HR-related topics, legal counselling, judi-

cial follow-up of cases, and social research aimed at improving know-

ledge and action in the Angolan context. The project “Promotion of 

Human Rights in Angola” intends to reinforce the role of civil society in 

the promotion of HR and democratic reform to increase participation 

and political representation. 

ACTIVITIES: 

This is a fifteen-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefing on both project background and local context; 

 Participation in the activities of the Local Groups for Human Rights 

(LGHR) and contacts with the local communities;  

 Support given to the communication activities and/or research 

currently running at the time of the visit; 

 Concrete proposals made by the group of participants 

(negotiated between both parties). 

 

 Learn about the local context 

and the culture of its people; 

 Acquire or consolidate know-

ledge on human rights in 

Angola, its challenges and 

achievements; 

 Understand Mosaiko’s inter-

vention methodology and its 

research-action approach, in 

particular in reference to the 

LGHR.   

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© Mosaiko 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Transport:  Public transport, Rent-a-car, 

Organised by project staff.   

 

Accommodation: Laura Vicuña Cen-

tre housing 

  

Language: Portuguese  

  

Currency: Metical 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW YOU: 

  To discover the local context 

and the culture of its people; 

  To acquire and/or consolida-

te knowledege on children’s  

rights, with a focus on the rigths 

to education and  health; 

  To become familiar and 

reflect on the methodolgy of 

holistic development applied  

 Enhance knowledge and un-

Human Rights 
 Laura Vicuña Centre, Amigos de Inharrime Association 

(Mozambique) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Amigos de Inharrime Association (AIP) is a Portuguese NGO-D which 

promotes children’s access to education, healthcare and local deve-

lopment through volunteering. The Laura Vicuña Centre — located at 

Inharrime, Inhambane province, in Mozambique — is comprised of a 

girls’ boarding and semi-boarding school and a public school with 

approximately 3,000 students. This project, implemented by AIP’s part-

ner — The Salesianas Sisters — has two fundamental objectives: i) To 

promote children’s access to education and health, especially to tho-

se in vulnerable situations, by increasing the number of children enrol-

led in school and providing better education and healthcare pro-

grammes; and ii) Contribute to local development, by promoting a 

sponsorship programme aimed at helping the healthy growth and 

development of children at risk. 

ACTIVITIES: 

This is a minimum fifteen-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefings on both the local context and project background and its 

aims; 

 Participation in the Centre’s activities, namely tutoring/ in-school 

support and primary healthcare assistance; 

 Visits to local communities; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 

 Discover the local context and 

the culture of its people; 

 Acquire or strengthen knowle-

dege of children’s  rights, with 

a focus on the rigths to educa-

tion and health; 

 Become familiar and reflect 

on the methodology of holistic 

development applied by the 

Salesianas Sisters. 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© AIP 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Transportation:  organised by the pro-

ject staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in Kimbondo (lodges, 

private apartments, etc.) 

 

Language: French 

 

Currency: USD$ e Francs congolais 

OIKOS Onlus 

  
Email: lorenzo.latini@oikosonlus.net,  

         agnese.castellarin86@gmail.com   
  

Phone: +39 (0)432 520803 

Human Rights 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The New Neo Project, Oikos Onlus  

(Democratic Republic of the Congo) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The NEW NEO project aims to improve the quality of the life of newborn 

chiildren. Firstly, the intervention will focus on the logistic and the struc-

tural aspects. Secondly, the project will work on the improvement of 

the educational system and on the development of the knowledge of 

local staff. The project will have a fundamental impact on the future of 

the entire Pediatric hospital of Kimbondo and on the next generations 

in the DRC. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two-weeks training/ visits including a workshop of four hours, 

which will be conducted in Congo within the context of this project. 

Main activities will include: 

 4 hours introductory briefing on both the country and the project 

background; 

 Visits to the project locations and project beneficiaries; 

 Discussion groups and brainstorming meetings to identify needs 

and solutions to improve Oikos’s best practices on Childrens´ 

Rights; 

 Needs assessments and the identification of activities for the 

improvement to the children´s quality of the life and the daily work 

conditions of the Neo’s staff focusing on their educational attitude 

towards the children; 

 Sharing Knowledge about the basic procedures of hygiene and 

stock management. 

© Rosto Solidário 

 Be witness to the local cultu-

re,  the standard of life there 

and to  observe the reality 

of children´s rights; 

 Acquire a good understan-

ding in the field of best  

practices in human and 

international development 

and their management. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

mailto:lorenzo.latini@oikosonlus.net
mailto:agnese.castellarin86@gmail.com
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Transportation:  organised by the pro-

ject staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in Muyinga (lodges, pri-

vate apartments, etc.) 

 

Language:  French 

 

Currency:  Burundian Franc 

 

 

AMAHORO Onlus 

  
Email: a.gaspardo@enaip.fvg.it 
  

Phone: +39 347 043 5765 

Human Rights 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The “Santé à Muyinga” Project, Amahoro Onlus (Burundi)  

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The aim of the SAM project is to contribute to the reduction of the mor-

bidity and mortality rates through Primary Health Care and Health Sys-

tem strengthening interventions in Burundi. Amahoro has been working 

with its local partners in Burundi since 2005. The SAM project’s activities 

include: (i) the building of a Health Center in the district of Muyinga; (ii) 

training and raising awareness within the local communities of the role 

that hygiene plays in preventing the spread of disease. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a three-weeks training/visit, which will be conducted in Burundi 

within the context of the abovementioned project of Amahoro Onlus. 

The main activities include: 

 An introductory briefing on both the country and the project back- 

ground; 

 Support to the project staff in the raising awareness campaign 

which is to be conducted in the district of Muyinga; 

 Support given to the project staff in the training and raising aware-

ness evaluation process (submission of questionnaires to the project 

beneficiaries, including data collection and analysis); 

 Discussion groups and brainstorming meetings to identify needs and 

innovative solutions to improve Primary Health Care intervention in 

Muyinga; 

 Visits to the project locations and project beneficiaries. 

 Enhance knowledge and un-

derstanding of the local cul-

ture; 

 Acquire a good understanding 

of best practices in the field of 

Primary Health Care and 

Health System strengthening; 

 Learn innovative solutions to 

improve people’s health 

through behaviour changing 

interventions. 

© Amahoro Onlus 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Labour 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Labour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation:  Public transport 

 

Accommodation:  Hotel, Hostel, 

Guest House, etc 

 

Language: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Euro 

 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Labour 
THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

CooLabora is a consulting and social intervention co-operative establi- 

shed in 2008. Its mission is to contribute to the development of indivi- 

duals, organisations and the region through innovative strategies focu- 

sed on promoting equal opportunities, citizen participation, education, 

training, and social inclusion. With a team of 8 people, this co-operative 

plays a leading role in Covilhã as a result of the ground-breaking and 

dynamic nature of its initiatives. Idearia is an initiative aimed at facilita-

ting youth access to employment and the labour market in Covilhã. By 

focusing on the development of soft skills, such as communication, 

teamwork, co-operation and interpersonal relationships, as well as 

entrepreneurship training, Idearia aims at fostering innovation, business 

creation and new initiatives in organisations or companies, as well as 

facilitating environments that allow for the testing of ideas, products or 

services. Idearia is focused on the employability and entrepreneurship 

of young people and facilitates the construction of alternatives to 

unemployment and job insecurity. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefing on both project background and local context; 

 Support for the activities planned in each of the following labs: i) 

creative; ii) entrepreneur; iii) experimentation. These include: plan-

ning and preparing training sessions, mentoring the creation of busi-

ness plans, etc. 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Learn about the local con-

text; 

 Acquire or consolidate 

knowledge about youth 

employability in Portugal; 

 Contribute to young peo-

ple’s training and professio-

nal growth, based on prac-

tical experience.  

Idearia, CooLabora (Portugal) 

© Coolabora 
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Labour 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Labour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation:  public transport 

(bus, taxi...) 

 

Accommodation:  Hotel, hostel, 

guest house 

 

Language: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Euro 

 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Labour 
THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Horas de Sonho is a social solidarity co-operative, working in two central 

areas: i) family support, in particular children; and ii) community deve- 

lopment, focused on the areas of training disadvantaged people, 

improving employability and fostering entrepreneurship. Carnide is com-

posed of several neighbouring districts comprising of Portuguese, Afri-

can and Roma communities of middle and upper middle class districts. 

Trokaki may appear to be just a second-hand shop for exchanging 

items (clothing, toys, appliances), but it’s much more than that: it is an 

innovative tool in promoting social inclusion and reducing the impacts 

of poverty. Throughout the various stages of Trokaki (sorting, organising 

events, contact with entities, communication and dissemination, etc.) it 

is possible to support each person in his/her personal journey, through 

the combination of resources already mobilised. Trokai promotes the 

mutual reinforcement of each individual as an active citizen in their 

development and in their community. The project provides space for 

the development of fundamental skills for the labour market and/or an 

easier access to services and clients. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the project background and the local context; 

 Preparation of a Trokaki opening; 

 Support given to the store’s daily operations; 

 Participation in the management team; 

 Technical support for the marketing and communication levels. 

 Learn about the local context 

and the challenges of social inclu-

sion and the integration of margi-

nalised groups into the labour 

market; 

 Acquire/ strengthen knowledge 

in the areas of employment, 

employability and local develop-

ment;   

 Acknowledge the importance of 

reducing consumerism, recycling 

and reutilizing (3Rs).  

Trokaki, Horas de Sonho (Portugal) 

© Horas de Sonho 
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Labour 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Labour 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Labour 

 

 

 

 

Transportation:  organised by the 

project staff  

 

Accommodation:  organised by 

the project staff in Braga 

 

Language: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Euro 

 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Labour 
THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Portuguese NGO Oikos – Cooperação e Desenvolvimento 

(Cooperation and Development) aims at eradicating poverty, redu-

cing economic asymmetries and addressing the inequality of knowled-

ge that exists in society. Oikos believes that individual and collective 

effort can achieve a social order which contributes towards the elimi-

nation of poverty, exclusion and social inequality through focusing on 

the sphere of active citizenship. The project ‘Practice@Business’ aims 

at transferring, applying and disseminating, throughout Portugal, a 

capacity building methodology that has  proven successful in several 

parts of the world. The business simulation is an innovative approach to 

work with young people. Youth employability and socio-professional 

integration are core issues on which Oikos has been focusing its inter-

ventions over the past years in Portugal, in particular the north of the 

country. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two weeks training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the local context and project objectives; 

 Become familiar with the pedagogic resources needed to apply 

and disseminate the Business Simulation methodology; 

 Participate in the training plan that has been adapted to practice 

soft skills with Portuguese youth. 

 Participate in the assessment of a pilot gorup of 15 Portuguese 

young people, through the creation and implementation of a busi-

ness simulation; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Acquire and/or consolidate 

expertise about youth emplo-

yability  in Portugal, along 

with knowledge of the local 

context. 

 Contribute to the professio-

nal training and growth of 

young people, through a 

practical experience.  

Practice@Business, Oikos (Portugal) 

© Oikos 
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Transportation: organised by the pro-

ject staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in dormitories or hotels 

upon request (lodges, private apart-

ments, etc.) 

 

Language: English, German 

 

Currency: Euro 

 

Technical University of Košice 

Faculty of Economics  
 

Email: dekanat.ekf@tuke.sk   

            Gabriela.Kolvekova@tuke.sk  
  

Phone: +421 55 602 2286 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

 Enhance skills needed by 

entrepreneurs, update of 

ICT skills. 

 Acquire basic psychologi-

cal, economic and law 

knowledge. 
 

 

Labour 
The Start–up Entrepreneur Project of Technical University 

of Košice, Faculty of Economics (Slovakia) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Start-up entrepreneur Project aims to achieve basic entrepreneu- 

rial competences and the knowledge needed for entrepreneurial acti-

vity, which falls under the ambit of life-long learning. The objectives of 

this key competency are laid out in materials on life-long learning of 

the European Parliament and the Council. The target group is gradua-

tes of a bachelor´s degree in one of non-economic branches, either 

current or former students. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a three-weeks training/visit which includes the use of moodle sys-

tem for distance consultancy of your business plans. Main activities 

include: 

 One week of ethical and psychological preparation in line with 

practical consultancy; 

 one week of preparation in terms of economical issues concerning  

your future business plan; 

 Discussions about the moodle system, brainstorming during face to 

face meetings on Saturdays, solving problems in groups and indivi-

dually; 

 Visiting well-established entrepreneurs in order to study good practi-

ce and share real life stories; 

 Final realization and presentation of your business plans. 

© TUKE 
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Labour 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Transportation:  organised by pro-

ject staff  

 

Accommodation:  guest houses, 

hotels, etc 

 

Language: Cape-Verdean, Portu-

guese 

 

Currency: Cape Verde Escudo 

(CVE) 

 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Labour 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

 Socio-community development in São Vicente, Atelier Mar 

(Cape Verde) 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two weeks to a month long training experience. Activities inclu-

de: 

 Briefing on both the local context and project background; 

 Support the organisation and/or participate in training and aware- 

ness raising activities; 

 Organise debates on gender-related issues; 

 Organise group dynamics with children; 

 Visits to the project’s intervention areas; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Acquire or strengthen knowledge 

about the specificities of the 

labour market in Cape Verde; 

 Acquire or consolidate expertise 

in the areas of employability, local 

development and active citizen-

ship; 

 Acknowledge the importance of 

using and valuing endogenous 

resources.    

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Founded in 1979, the Cape-Verdean NGO Atelier Mar has been 

implementing several training programmes and doing research 

aimed at supporting the development of arts and crafts, along with 

the promotion of community development in Cape Verde, particu-

larly in the islands of São Vicente and Santo Antão. In a context of a 

high unemployment rate and many social needs, the project ‘Socio-

community development in São Vicente’ aims at: i) improving com-

munity infrastructure; ii) promoting information and raising awareness 

for an active and participatory community; iii) training and supporting 

the development of income-generating activities; and iv) reinforcing 

an active citizenship and the empowerment of the populations living 

in S. Pedro, Salamansa, Norte de Baía and Lameirão villages. 

© Atelier Mar 
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Labour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Labour 

 

Transportation: organised by pro-

ject staff  

 

Accommodation: guest houses, 

private houses, etc 

 

Language: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Kwanza 

 Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

CESA — Auxiliadora Socioprofessional Training Centre is a vocational 

training centre located in Viana (Angola). It is owned by the Salesianas 

Sisters, one of Rosto Solidário’s partners in Angola. This Centre promotes 

literacy classes and vocational training to local residents, particularly 

women and young people. Viana is a poor, peri-urban municipality of 

Luanda (Angola’s capital city). In this area unemployment rates are 

high and most households rely on informal market activities, characteri-

sed by uncertain small businesses and casual work.   

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two weeks to a month long training experience. Activities 

include: 

 Briefings on both the local context and project background, as well 

as the project’s aims; 

 Meetings with the Centre’s trainers and trainees;   

 Meetings with local households and their informal businesses; 

 Propose and facilitate relevant training to CESA staff; 

 Final Assessment of the informal training experience with CESA’s 

team. 

 Understand the challenges of 

living in a peri-urban neighbou-

rhood of a capital city in Africa; 

 Grasp the challenges posed in 

household and informal economy 

contexts, along with the survival 

strategies in face of economic 

and social uncertainty. 

 Identify vocational training 

opportunities and challenges.    

CESA, NGO Rosto Solidário (Angola) 

© Rosto Solidário 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Labour 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Labour 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Transportation: organised by pro-

ject staff  

 

Accommodation: Local hotel 

 

Language: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Kwanza 

 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Labour 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Centro Cultural Santa Cruz, NGO Rosto Solidário (Angola) 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two weeks’ to a month training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefings on both the local context and project background, as well 

as the project’s aims; 

 Meetings with the Centre’s users, trainers and Board;   

 Meetings with local youth and SCCC trainees in order to grasp the 

main employment opportunities and challenges; 

 Analyse the SCCC business model and assess its sustainability as a 

social business; 

 Propose and implement relevant training to SCCC staff; 

 Final Assessment of the informal training experience with SCCC 

staff. 

 Experience the challenges and 

the opportunities of a social busi-

ness that creates employment; 

 Learn about the local context 

with a particular understanding 

about the job market for skilled 

youth in the IT sector;  

 Reflect on the importance of 

technology in developing econo-

mies.   

*Santa Cruz Cultural Centre 

© Rosto Solidário 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Santa Cruz Cultural Centre (SCCC) is a Resources and Vocational Trai-

ning Centre located in Uíje (Angola), owned and managed by the Pas-

sionist Missionaries, one of Rosto Solidário’s local partners in Angola. 

Based within a sustainable social business framework, this Centre offers 

several services and facilities to the community, especially its students: 

the facilities consist of a library and an audio-visual centre; the services 

include IT professional training, graphic design services, cultural events, 

etc. The Centre’s trainees face a demanding job market with high 

unemployment rates and very few job opportunities either in the public 

sector or in private sector companies, both of which very competitive 

as they usually require skilled labour. As opportunities are scarce, most 

youth are self-employed in the informal market. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Transportation: organised by the pro-

ject staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in Maputo and Inham-

bane (lodges, private apartments, 

etc.) 

 

Language: Portuguese and English 

 

PROGETTO MONDO MLAL 

 
Email: mozambico.margara@mlal.org 

  

Phone: +258 827744399 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

 Enhance knowledge and 

understanding of the local 

culture, and get in touch 

with the most disadvantaged 

local communities; 

 Acquire a good understand-

ing on vocational and edu-

cational training, labour mar-

ket and income generation 

activities in Mozambique.  

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

 

Labour 
The VET Project, Progetto Mondo MLAL (Mozambique) 

©  Progetto Mondo Mlal 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Mondo MLAL project aims at improving the living conditions of the 

Mozambican population by increasing job opportunities and access 

to the labour market for women and young people. These aims are 

met by improving the delivery of vocational and educational training 

services in the Province of Maputo and Inhambane. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a four-weeks training/visit which will be conducted in Mozam- 

bique within the context of the MONDO MALAL project. Main activities 

include: 

 Briefings on both the country and the project background; 

 Visits to the project locations and project beneficiaries in Maputo 

and Inhambane districts; 

 Visits to local enterprises and involvement in the design of basic 

and intermediate agricultural courses; 

 Study and analysis of the Maputo labour market; 

 Improvement of agricultural training curricula offered by the Inhas-

soro Vocational Training Provider; 

 Creation of a brand for the local products in order to promote 

them at the national level. 
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Labour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Labour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation: organised by the 

project staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by 

the project staff in Yangon and 

Magway (lodges, private apart-

ments, etc.) 

 

Language: Myanmar and English 

 

Currency: Myanmar Kyat and USD 

Terre des Hommes Italia ONLUS 

  
Email: l.guerneri@ tdhitaly.org 

         l.nichetti@tdhitaly.org  

  

Phone: +39 02 2897 0418  

Labour 
THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The SOW-IT project aims to improve the quality of the diet of local peo- 

ple in the dry zone area of Myanmar through the introduction of inno-

vative water-saving cultivation systems. The dry zone has always faced 

the problem of food and water scarcity. TDH-IT has been working there 

for more than 10 years with the objective of increasing  food security, 

enhancing the skills of beneficiaries in food production and fighting the 

malnutrition gap, especially in children under five. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a ten-days training, including a one-day workshop, which will be 

conducted in Myanmar as part of this initiative. The main activities 

include: 

 Introduction to the Myanmar context and the project background; 

  A Two day workshop on the construction water-saving innovative 

cultivation systems with local experts; 

 Visit to the project villages and discussion with the beneficiaries. 

 Roundtable discussion with the project staff to give personal 

testimony on the needs and best practices when approaching the 

food insecurity issue in the Dry Zone; 

 Sharing knowledge and ideas about innovative, traditional and low 

cost techniques for any future related initiatives. 

 Enhance knowledge and 

understanding of the 

central Myanmar agricul-

tural context; 

 Acquire a good  unders-

tanding in the field of 

sustainable food produc-

tion systems. 

The SOW-IT Project, Terre des Hommes Italia Onlus, 

(Myanmar) 

© OIKOS Onlus 
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Supply Chain Management 

 

  

 

 

Supply Chain Management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation:  Public transport, 

taxi, rent-a-car 

 

Accommodation:  Hotel, AirBnB, 

Hostel, Guest House 

 

Language: Portuguese, English 

and Spanish 

 

Currency: Euro 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Project PROVE, ADREPES (Portugal) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

ADREPES - Associação de Desenvolvimento Regional da Península de 

Setúbal aims to promote the integrated development of Setúbal Penin-

sula, Portugal. Project Prove started in 2004 as a result of local farmers 

leaving agriculture, mainly because they were facing difficulties in sel-

ling, and consumers, who were seeking quality products and the chan-

ce to know their producers. By engaging local stakeholders 

(municipalities, farmers, universities and companies), Prove has been 

disseminated across Portugal since 2009. Its main goals are: i) to promo-

te new forms of short marketing chains between small producers and 

consumers: helping producers sell their produce, directly and immedia-

tely whilst obtaining a fair price for their work; ii) that consumers receive 

quality products and have direct contact with producers (consumers 

are more responsible with their community and build mutual relation-

ships with local producers). 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience.  Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the local context and project background;  

 Participate in ongoing activities; 

 Visits to agricultural holdings; 

 Preparation and distribution of produce baskets; 

 Sharing experiences; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties).       

 

 Acquire or strengthen knowled-

ge in the area of supply chain 

management, whilst becoming 

familiar with the specificities of a 

value supply-chain project in 

Portugal; 

 Understand the methodology 

applied by ADREPES in the distri-

bution and direct selling of fruits 

and vegetables from the produ-

cer to the consumer. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© PROVE 
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Transportation: organised by the 

project staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by 

the project staff in dormitories or 

hotels upon request (lodges, pri-

vate apartments, etc.) 

 

Language: English, German 

 

Currency: Euro 

Technical University of Košice 

Faculty of Economics  
 

 

Email: dekanat.ekf@tuke.sk   

            Gabriela.Kolvekova@tuke.sk  

 Phone: +421 55 602 2286 

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The Data based decision making Project of Technical 

University of Košice, Faculty of Economics (Slovakia) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The data based decision making Project aims to help finding solutions 

for decision makers, whether they be  entrepreneurs, decision-makers, 

or authorities. The problems of supply chain management are com-

plex. Thankfully, there are a good deal of software solutions for such 

problems. However, understanding the problem and deciding among 

several solutions can be perplexing. This project focuses on data-

based decision making to mitigate the doubts and enhance confi-

dence in reaching decisions. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a week-long training consisting of practical problem solving and 

discussing the implications of solutions. Main activities include: 

 Statistics, particularly data envelopment analysis and the input- 

output analysis linked with practical implication to decision 

making; 

 Use of basic software for analysis, participants shall agree which 

software they prefer to use; 

 Presentation and discussion of solutions gives an opportunity to see 

different approaches to the same problem, arguments for and 

against the solution suggested are based on data analysis; 

 Participants are encouraged to bring up their own problems to 

consult; 

 The get-together of people with various backgrounds is 

welcomed, it may contribute to rich discussions and variety of 

opinions. 

 Acquire new perspective in 

decision making by use of sta-

tistical tools as well as eco-

nomic theory of supply chain 

management; 

 Enhance the practice of  input-

output analysis; 

 Acknowledge the importance 

of data envelopment analysis 

as well as the input-output 

analysis. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© TUKE 
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Supply Chain Management 

 

  

 

 

Supply Chain Management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation: organised by the 

project staff, rent-a-car   

 

Accommodation: Hotel, guest 

house, etc; 

 

Language: Cape-Verdean Creole, 

Portuguese, Spanish (work) 

 

Currency: Cape Verdean Escudo 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Local Supply Chain for School Canteens, CERAI 

(Cape-Verde) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Spanish NGO Center for Rural Studies and International Agriculture 

(CERAI) aims at contributing to the development of rural communities 

through an agro-ecological approach that defends food sovereignty. 

In Cape Verde, food security vulnerabilities and economic develop- 

ment are related to the scarcity of natural resources and the pressures 

placed on them. The project's main objective is to support the Cape 

Verdean Foundation for School Social Action (FICASE) and the Local 

Agro-Livestock Producers Network (REPAL). This action takes place on 

the island of São Vicente, in schools located in different neighbou-

rhoods on the outskirts of Mindelo and in agricultural production areas. 

The intervention carries out activities in three strategic areas: 1) Boosting 

rural associations with the objective of improving the organisational 

capacity of the island's farmers; 2) Sustainable agricultural production 

aimed at strengthening production capacities, planning and diversifica-

tion, post-harvest management and the marketing of agricultural pro-

ducts; 3) Fostering rural businesses with the objective of supporting the 

network of small producers/local suppliers in the marketing of their horti-

cultural products. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience.  Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the local context and project background; 

 To observe, in close proximity, the producers’ work with harvests  

down the supply chain: first to the REPAL Network and then on to the 

schools; 

 Participate in the following activities: i) the harvesting of the products 

in the gardens and transportation to the logistics centre; ii) cleaning, 

selection, and conservation of products in the Activity Center; iii) the 

preparation and delivery of the baskets to schools. 

 Acquire or strengthen knowled-

ge in the area of supply chain 

management; 

 Learn about Cape Verde’s local 

context. 

 Understand the methodology 

applied by  CERAI to strengthen 

agro-ecological activities in S. 

Vicente and contribute towards 

increasing food security at the 

community level. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© CERAI 
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Supply Chain Management 

 

  

 

 

Supply Chain Management 

 

  

 

 

 

Transportation: organised by the 

project staff. 

 

Accommodation: organised by 

the project staff, 

 

Language: Guinean Creole, Portu-

guese. 

 

Currency: Franc Cfa 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Support Family Agriculture in the eastern region of Guinea-

Bissau, ADIC Nafaia (Guinea-Bissau)  

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Guinean NGO ADIC-Nafaia aims at contributing towards sustaina-

ble development and to ensuring food security in the local communi-

ties as part of  an effort to fight hunger and reduce poverty. Its main 

fields of intervention are in agricultural production and  in organisatio-

nal and institutional strengthening. The project supports family farming 

in the Eastern part of GB and aims at promoting sustainable agricultural 

production initiatives to increase the economic income and improve 

the diet of these communities. This project, aimed mainly at producer 

groups/ associations, resulted from the identification of the following 

central problems: (i) cyclical food shortage in times of crisis; ii) food 

insecurity due to the practice of subsistence and low productivity agri-

culture; (iii) lack of, or reduced technical qualification, of the farmers 

that use  more profitable and less environmentally friendly farming 

techniques; (iv) scarcity of income- generating activities, tied to to the 

production and marketing of unprocessed food. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated fifteen-day training experience.  Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the project background and the local context; 

 Visits to the project intervention areas; 

 Support for training actions in the following areas: i) transformation 

of local products; ii) environmentally sustainable agricultural and 

horticultural techniques; iii) food preparation and storage; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Acquire or strengthen knowled-

ge in the area of supply chain 

management; 

 Learn about Guinea-Bissau’s 

local context: its challenges and 

opportunities; 

 Understand the methodology 

applied by Adic Nafaia for 

organizational and institutional 

strengthening of producer asso-

ciations . 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© ADIC Nafaia 
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Supply Chain Management 

 

  

 

 

Supply Chain Management 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation: organised by the 

project staff. 

 

Accommodation: organised by 

the project staff. 

 

Language: Guinean Creole, Portu-

guese. 

 

Currency: Franc Cfa 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Support the structuring of the sector and strengthening the 

governance of rice industry organisations, Guiarroz  

(Guinea-Bissau) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Guinean-Bissau NGO Guiarroz, based in Contuboel, aims at redu-

cing poverty and food insecurity by encouraging diversification of 

crops, changing eating habits and promoting good governance of 

producer associations. The agricultural sector is considered a priority  of 

the government in rural areas of Guinea-Bissau, because of the impor-

tance of agricultural production in reducing the country's foreign eco-

nomic dependence and consequent vulnerability to externalities (eg: 

rising food prices on the international market). This project aims at 

strengthening the skills and knowledge of peasant organisations and in 

doing so improving the production of rice in the region of Bafatá. 

Guiarroz therefore proposes: (i) to inform and raise awareness of the 

rice producers by conducting debates on community radios; (ii) to sup-

port the consolidation or creation of community-based producer orga-

nisations and collaborate in the creation of the national rice producer 

organisation; and (iii) to strengthen the skills of leaders and disseminate 

the laws of community based organisations, cooperatives and OHADA. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated fifteen-day training experience.  Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the local context and project background; 

 Visits to the project intervention areas; 

 Support given to awareness raising and training of associations; 

 Support given to the creation/ improvement of organisational 

management tools adapted to community-based associations. 

 Learn about Guinea-Bissau’s 

local context: its challenges and 

opportunities. 

 Acquire knowledge  on sustai-

nable supply chains in Guinea-

Bissau. 

 Understand the methodology 

applied by Guiarroz for organi-

sational and institutional streng-

thening of rice producers' asso-

ciations. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© Guiarroz 
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Supply Chain Management 

 

  

 

 

Supply Chain Management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation:  organised by the 

project staff. 

 

Accommodation:  organised by 

the project staff. 

 

Language: Guinean Creole, Portu-

guese. 

 

Currency: Franc Cfa 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Nô Fia Na Crias, COAJOQ (Guinea-Bissau) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The animal and livestock Cooperative of young professionals in Can- 

chungo - COAJOQ was founded with the objective of achieving sustai- 

nable community development by promoting entrepreneurship  

among young unemployed people, along with ensuring the sustainabi- 

lity of grassroots associations. Our method is based on small-scale 

mechanisation (we use tractors, rice peelers, palm oil presses, drop-to-

drop irrigation systems, etc.), along with information and raising far- 

mers’ awareness (community radio programmes, permanent technical 

assistance, support for collective management and pest control). We 

also invest in the production of short cycle animals. In everything COA- 

JOQ does, it tries not to unbalance the cultural and social life of the 

surrounding community and to not harm the soils. This project aims at 

developing a co-operative and community integrated system of 

poultry production, as well as goat and its produces, to increase the 

availability and access to protein sources and contribute to improve 

farmers’ livelihoods. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated fifteen-day training experience.  Activities include: 

 Briefing on both the local context and project background;  

 Support for the production of awareness-raising tools for breeders 

and the community; 

 Support for services provided by the cooperative, such as training 

and technical assistance and  marketing. 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties).      

 Learn about Guinea-Bissau’s 

local context: its challenges and 

opportunities. 

 Acquire knowledge  on sustaina-

ble supply chains in Guinea-

Bissau. 

 Understand the methodology 

applied by COAJOQ to streng-

then agricultural activities in the 

region and contribute to increa-

sing food security at the commu-

nity level. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© COAJOQ 
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Supply Chain Management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation: organised by the 

project staff  

 

Accommodation: organised by 

the project staff in Piura 

 

Language: Spanish 

 

Currency: Nuevo Sol 

Rosto Solidário 
  

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Sustainability of the Banana Sector,  Oikos (Peru) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Portuguese NGO Oikos – Cooperação e Desenvolvimento 

(Cooperation and Development) aims at eradicating poverty and 

reducing economic asymmetries and the inequality of knowledge, by 

involving the social players and holding them jointly responsible, and 

by developing sustainable solutions so that everyone can exercise 

their right to live their lives with dignity. Oikos in Peru has been suppor-

ting and promoting the production of organic bananas, providing an 

increased income and greater stability for beneficiaries' families. Now, 

it proposes to improve the quality of life and reduce the poverty of 

producers, workers, and communities in Piura region through the sus-

tainable development of the banana sector. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two to three weeks training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefings on both the local context and project objectives; 

 Share knowledge and practices on organic banana production; 

 Share expertise to ensure an optimised use of the available local 

resources for an improved sustainable production; 

 Share ideas and practices for an optimised production and distribu-

tion,  in order that it becomes fairer. 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Understand how it’s possible to 

have both a high quality and 

certified organic production 

and a fair distribution, ensuring  

producers reap the higher 

benefits of the produce’s final 

value; 

 Attest that an investment in a 

specified sector needs to be 

integrated and is responsive to   

community needs.  

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© Oikos 
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Transportation:  organised by the pro-

ject staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in  the regions of 

Cajamarca, Junin, Puno, La Paz of 

Perù and Bolivia (lodges, hotels, etc.) 

 

Language: Spanish 

 

Currency:  Sol and Bolivanos 

PROGETTO MONDO MLAL 

  
Email: ivana.borsotto@mlal.org 

Phone: +39 045 8102105  

Supply Chain Management 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The Cafè Corecto project, Progetto Mondo MLAL 

(Peru and Bolivia) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Cafè Corecto project is implemented by MLAL in Bolivia and Peru 

and co-financed by the European Union.  The project focuses on the 

creation of fair trade conditions for the workers in the coffee 

plantations. The aim is to grant a better access for the producers (60% 

women and 80% young people) to public and social services. The 

trainees involved in the project will experience the coffee workers 

conditions and the integration process of fair trade coffee in the 

international market. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a two weeks training/visit conducted in Bolivia or Perù within 

the context of the Mondo Mlal project. Main activities include: 

 Briefings on both the local context and project background; 

 Two-day training on unstable coffee workers conditions due to 

the variability of the international market; 

 Visits to the project location and beneficiaries; 

 Volunteering work with the local producers; 

 Discussion groups to promote the coffee fair trade market in 

European countries. 

 Enhance knowledge and 

understanding of the 

local culture, and coffee 

labour market;  

 A c q u i r e  g o o d 

understanding of best 

practices in the coffee 

production.  

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

©  Progetto Mondo Mlal 
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  Gain a better understanding of the 

project and endeavours of NGOs in 

Bangladesh; 

 Have an insight of challenges and 

opportunities of the ready-made 

Garment (RMG) sector; 

 Acknowledge innovative and sus-

tainable solutions to promote and 

ensure human and labour rights 

through safety intervention pro-

grammes. 

 

 

 

Transportation: organised by the 

project staff (plane/minivan) 

 

Accommodation: arranged by 

the project staff in Khulna and 

Dhaka 

 

Language: English 

 

Currency: Bangladeshi taka (BDT) 

Terre des Hommes Italia ONLUS 

  
Email: l.guarneri@tdhitaly.org 

           v.lucchese@tdhitaly.org 

 Phone: + 39 02 28970418 

Safety & Security 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Jukta Hoe Mukta’s project, Terres des Hommes Italia 

(Bangladesh)  

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

JHM project aims to create safe patterns of internal migration and to 

provide marginalised girls/young women from South West Bangla- 

desh, who willingly decide to move to Dhaka and work in the gar-

ment sector, with a platform of skills training, job opportunities and 

services in order for them to experience a more secure everyday life. 

The action will also create an enabling environment within the targe-

ted garment factories, where organised workers are allowed to regu-

larly have dialogues and negotiate with the factories’ management, 

as well as to carry out peaceful conflict resolution, in line with the 

Bangladesh Labour Law (2006) and its successive amendments (2012 

and 2013). 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a 10-day training/visit in Bangladesh aiming at observing and 

understanding the main components of this project. Main activities 

include: 

 Introductory and country background orientation briefings; 

 Visit of Dalit (outcast) communities and meeting with young 

women; 

 Visit to the Vocational Training Center and the Day Care Centers; 

 Sharing information meeting with the Workers Groups of the 

targeted compliant factories; 

 Meeting with the 20 team leaders responsible for implementing the 

pilot App component of the project; 

 One-day workshop with the project team and SWOT analysis to 

identify strengths and weaknesses of the project and ways forward. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© Terres des Hommes 
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Transportation: public transport; 

organisation's car. 

 

Accommodation: hotels, guest 

houses, hostels, AirBnB, etc. 

 

Language: Portuguese  

 

Currency: Euro 

 

Non-discrimination 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© Rosto Solidário  

Trampolim, CASPAE 10 (Portugal) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Center for Social Support of Parents and Friends of the School 

(CASPAE) is a non-profit organisation whose mission is to promote so-

cial responses, personal development and well-being, from the per-

spective of the inclusion of individuals in society. The Trampolim pro-

ject aims at promoting social inclusion and equal opportunities, focus-

ing on the Ingote Planalto in Coimbra (Bairros da Rosa and Ingote) 

and the Center for Internship Training. Its intervention focuses on solv-

ing social problems associated with risk and deviant behaviour of chil-

dren and young people, multi-problem households with socio-

economic needs, unemployment and low qualifications. To this end, 

CASPAE carries out 19 regular and sporadic activities with children 

and youth ages 6 to 30. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience. Activities include:  

 Briefing on both project background and local context; 

 Visits to the project intervention areas; 

 Enhancing the theatre Workshop, sports activities and multimedia; 

 Promotion of the youth groups (formation of associations); 

 Assistance to the Employment and Training Support Office; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Learn about the context 

of vulnerable Portuguese 

neighbourhoods and the 

challenges facing social 

inclusion initiatives; 

 Recognise the impor-

tance of non-formal edu-

cation activities as a strat-

egy for mobilising children 

and youth. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© CASPAE 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Rosto Solidário 
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Transportation: public transport 

(e.g. bus), taxi. 

 

Accommodation: hotels, guest 

houses, Airbnb, hostel,  etc. 

 

Language: Portuguese  

 

Currency: Euro 

 

Non-discrimination 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© Rosto Solidário  

 Ubuntu Academy, IPAV (Portugal) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

IPAV-Instituto Padre António Vieira is a non-profit civic association. Its 

objective is reflection, education and action in the promotion of 

human dignity, social solidarity, sustainability, development, diversity 

and dialogue between civilizations/ cultures. Ubuntu Academy is a 

non-formal education project that aims to empower young people 

with high leadership potential, coming from backgrounds of social 

exclusion and/or aiming to work with them, so that they may develop 

projects of social entrepreneurship in service of the community. The 

Ubuntu method is essentially a process of learning and social    trans-

formation through a pedagogy of relations. It is grounded in a road-

map based on: (i) role models (e.g. Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther 

King...); (ii) tools (e.g. project management);(iii) experiences (e.g. 

Judo and leadership); and (iv) challenges (e.g. development of pro-

jects on social innovation). 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a seven-day training experience. Activities may include: 

 Briefing on both the project background and local context;  

 Observe/participate in the social entrepreneurship project’s in-

cubator;  

 Participation in the ongoing activities;  

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Engage in a unique non-formal 

education project in the fields of 

youth, leadership and social 

entrepreneurship. 

 Acquire/ strengthen knowledge 

about the concept of ubuntu, a 

philosophy of non-discrimination 

and promotion of peace. 

 Learn about the local context, 

including socially vulnerable 

settings. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© IPAV  

Rosto Solidário 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Rosto Solidário 
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Transportation: organised by the 

project staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by 

the project staff in Pasto (lodges, 

private apartments, etc.) 

 

Language: Spanish 

 

Currency: Colombian Peso 

OIKOS Onlus 

 
Email: susanna.svaluto@oikosonlus.net 

         chiara.torassa@oikosonlus.net 
Phone: +39 (0)432 520803 

Non-discrimination 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The Dupla Paz Project, Oikos Onlus (Colombia)  

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

In Colombia, the DUPLA PAZ project aims are to strengthen the partici-

patory involvement in the Nariño community and the democratic 

process through offering support to the victims of violence and 

abuses. Oikos has been working with its local partner, the ISAIS Insti-

tute, since 2005. The partnership of Oikos and ISAIS has mainly focused 

on development, training and awareness raising in the fields of de-

mocratic and participatory initiatives in the municipalities of Santa 

Cruz, Samaniego, Ricaurte, Roberto Payan and Pasto. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a three-week training/visit, which will be conducted in Colom-

bia within the context of this project. Main activities include: 

 Briefings on both the country and the project background; 

 A ten-day training on self-management and resilience practices of 

community organisation to fight discrimination; 

 A ten-day training on Indigenous law and forms of autonomous 

justice; 

 Discussion groups and brainstorming meetings to identify needs 

and innovative solutions for the prevention of discrimination and 

abuses; 

 Elaboration of a concept note to highlight programme funding 

needs and/or advocacy vis-à-vis the national and international 

donor community; 

 Visits to the project locations and project beneficiaries. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© OIKOS Onlus 

 To enhance knowledge 

and understanding of the 

local culture; 

 T o  a c q u i r e  g o o d 

understanding of the best 

practices to prevent 

discrimination. 
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Transportation: public transporta-

tion (bus); taxi; rent-a-car. 

 

Accommodation: hotels, Airbnb 

(in Mindelo); private houses, etc. 

 

Language: Portuguese and Cape 

Verdean Creole 

 

Currency: Cape Verdean Escudo 

 

Non-discrimination 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© Espaço Jovem  

Escolinhas de Verão, Espaço Jovem (Cape Verde) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Espaço Jovem (EJ) is a civil society organisation based in the island 

of São Vicente, Cape Verde. The organisation seeks to prevent 

youth violence by working with local communities from two commu-

nity centers in peripheral neighbourhoods - Pedra Rolada and 

Ribeira de Craquinha. People living in both neighbourhoods face 

daily challenges related to unemployment and poverty such as: vio-

lence, gang crime, prostitution and illegal business trades. Escolinhas 

de Verão (summer school) is an annual initiative of EJ  during school 

holidays aiming at offering local community children a secure, fun 

and learning space for them to spend free time. 

ACTIVITIES 

Espaço Jovem can host a group visit/informal training experience 

from 3 up to 30 days. The group can engage in all activities provided 

by the organisation including: 

 Briefings on the organisation and the local context; 

 Training on Team work and Youth work taking local challenges 

into consideration; 

 Engaging in Escolinhas de Verão facilitators’ training; 

 Engaging in Escolinhas de Verão activities with children as a facili-

tator (drama and music workshops, sports, artistic expression); 

 Visits to local communities and other local organisations; 

 Engaging in community centers’ daily activities; 

 Proposing and facilitating relevant training for the EJ staff; 

 Final meeting with EJ staff. 

 Learn about youth work in 

vulnerable contexts from 

the Espaço Jovem experi-

ence;  

 Engage with youth and 

children attending Espaço 

Jovem community centers 

as well as its learning ac-

tivities.  

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

Rosto Solidário 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 
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Transportation: organised by the 

project staff.   

 

Accommodation: local commu-

nity, private house, guest house 

 

Language: Guinean Creole, Portu-

guese  

 

Currency: Franc Cfa 

 

Non-discrimination 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© Rosto Solidário  

 Project “Women+”,  Cabaz di Terra (Guinea-Bissau) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Founded in 2011, Cabaz di Terra (CdT) is a Guinean organisation that 

promotes collective practices and solutions aimed at local producers 

and consumers based around networking and solidarity strategies. 

CdT has consolidated its experience in the Solidarity Economy over 

the years, promoting human dignity, citizenship and self-respect 

through viable alternatives for the production and marketing of pro-

ducts from Guinea-Bissau. The 'Women+' project seeks to empower 

the economic and social emancipation of vulnerable women using 

the artistic creation and value placed on traditional Guinean wea-

ving. This action — implemented in Bissau, Biombo and Cacheu — 

focuses on a section of the public that is largely excluded from access 

to profitable economic activities, women who are "iardadas" 

(inherited) from the Cacheu and Biombo areas. Fostering their techni-

cal, economic and organisational skills in a field with strong economic 

potential: weaving, is a top priority of CdT. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated seven-day training experience. Activities include:  

 Briefings on both the project background and local context; 

 Visits to the project intervention areas; 

 Sintado Justo: monitor the target groups’ business model in terms 

of organisational structure and maturity. Followed by foreshadow-

ing Cabaz di Terra’s new service modelled on in the field advice 

and support given to emergent initiatives of solidarity economy; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Learn about the context 

of  Guinea-Bissau’s labour 

market, in particular the 

challenges faced by 

women; 

 Recognise the impor-

tance of using local re-

sources as a strategy for 

entrepreneurship and 

employability.  

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© Cabaz di Terra 

Rosto Solidário 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 
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Transportation:  organised by the 

project staff. 

 

Accommodation:  hotel, guest 

house. 

 

Language: Guinean Creole, Portu-

guese. 

 

Currency: Franc Cfa 

 

Non-discrimination 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© Rosto Solidário  

 School Bengala Branca,  AGRICE (Guinea-Bissau) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

AGRICE - Guinean Association for the Rehabilitation and Integration 

of the Blind is a non-profit organization that, since 1996, has been 

promo- ting the social inclusion of visually impaired individuals in all 

spheres of Guinea-Bissau society. The School Bengala Branca is an 

inclusive edu- cation project which has 314 students, 75 of whom are 

blind. This was the first school that allowed blind Guineans to study 

and to have knowledge of the world. This school also provides servi-

ces of rehabilitation as well as accommodation where visually impai-

rend children are homed. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience. Activities include:  

 Briefings on both the project background and local context; 

 Observation of the ongoing activities (e.g. lectures, awareness 

cam- paigns, etc.); 

 Specific support in carrying out the activities necessary to imple-

ment ongoing projects; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project 

(negotiated between both parties). 

 Learn about the local con-

text and the challenges that 

disabled individuals face in 

Guinea-Bissau, in particular 

visually impaired children; 

 Acknowledge the impor-

tance of guaranteeing uni-

versal access to education 

and promoting the rights of 

people with disabilities.  

© AGRICE 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

Rosto Solidário 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 
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 Acquire or consolidate 

knowledge in the fields of 

t r a n s p a r e n c y  a n d 

accountability in Portugal; 

 Understand the importance 

of research and advocacy 

for an informed and 

participatory public opinion, 

as well as for the outlining 

and implementation of 

transparent public policies.  

 

 

 

Transportation: Public transport  

 

Accommodation: Hotel, B&B, etc  

 

Languages: Portuguese and 

English 

 

Currency: Euro 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

Anti-corruption 
THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 

YOU TO: 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

TIAC— Transparência e Integridade, Associação Cívica 

(Portugal)* 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

TIAC is the Portuguese representative of the global anti-corruption 

net- work Transparency International. TIAC strives to bring  informa-

tion into the public domain by promoting an informed, active and 

participatory citizenship. Recent studies suggest that Portuguese citi-

zens’ awareness regarding the corruption phenomenon is increasing, 

along with the perceptions of the institutions’ ineffectiveness in pre-

venting and fighting this type of crime. Nonetheless, both the majo-

rity of the population and policy makers still lack specialized know-

ledge about international best practices and the most adequate 

public policies to fight corruption and promote transparency and 

public participation. TIAC aims to increase the disseminatation of this 

knowledge, mobilise citizens and put decision-makers under pressure 

to define and implement the best public policies on transparency, 

information access, public participation, and governance, in order 

to fight corruption and  strengthen Portuguese democracy. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience. Activities may inclu-

de: 

 Briefing on both the local context and ongoing projects; 

 Support the organisation of round tables, debates and similar types 

of events; 

 Support the publicizing of  the projects’ outcomes and recommen-

da- tions; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

JUNTOS CONTRA A 

CORRUPÇÃO 

Working together against 

Corruption 

*Transparency and Integrity—Civic Association 

© TIAC 
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Transportation: organised by the 

project staff (cars and/or minibus) 

from/to Palermo Airport-Fiori di 

Campo in Cinisi. 

 

Accommodation: organized by 

the project staff in Cinisi. 

 

Language: Italian 

 

Currency: Euro 

LIBERA-MENTE Onlus 

 
Email:  ecovillaggio.fioridicampo@gmail.com 

 

Phone: +39 339 248 54 55 

Anti-corruption 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The Fiori di Campo Project, Libera-Mente Onlus (Italy) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Fiori di Campo project aims at raising awareness on Anti-Mafia 

and Anti-corruption practices. The project is located 300 metres from 

the sea in a property confiscated from the Mafia and converted into 

an EcoVillage by thousands of volunteers coming from all over the 

world. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a one-week long training/visit which will be conducted in Cinisi 

(Sicily) in the Fiori di Campo Eco-Village within the context of this 

project. Main activities include: 

 Presentation of the Libera-Mente Social Co-operative; 

 “Io rifiuto”: workshop to raise awareness on waste management 

and handicraft creation activities by using waste material; 

 “Miseria Ladra”: working groups and raising awareness on  

mission and activities of the Emmaus Movement in Italy; 

 “Fiori di Campo”: working groups, study of the Fiori di Campo 

Start- up’s model (business plan, etc.); 

 Memory hiking along the “Centopassi” (Cinisi) and “Quadrilatero 

della memoria”’s paths (Palermo); 

 Testimonials of volunteering and civil commitment against Mafia 

and racketeering ; 

 Projections of docu-films (films will be selected by participants); 

 Team building, leisure and culinary activities (participants will 

prepare food together). 

 Enhance knowledge and 

understanding of anti -

corruption practices; 

 Acquire a good understand-

ing of the damages made by 

corruption and Mafia activity 

in the locality of Sicily; 

 Acknowledge best practices 

techniques in the field of 

waste-management and 

recycling . 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 

YOU TO: 

© Libera-Mente Onlus 
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Transportation: self-managed by 

participants to Naples and or-

ganised by the project staff (cars 

and/or minibus) there. 

 

Accommodation: organised by 

the project staff in Naples. 

 

Language: Italian 

 

Currency: Euro 

WeWorld Onlus 

  
Email:  volontari@weworld.it 

Phone: +39 0236215218 

Anti-corruption 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Children and Women rights in Social Exclusion contexts, 

WeWorld Onlus (Italy) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Frequenza200 and Spazi Donna’s projects aim to promote the 

inclusion of children and women in two difficult areas of Naples: Borgo 

San Lorenzo and Scampia.  

ACTIVITIES 

This is a one-week long training/visit which will be conducted in 

Naples (Campania) in the WeWorld center within the context of this 

project. Main activities include: 

 Presentation of WeWorld Onlus; 

 “Fare inclusione a scuola”: workshop on educational activities 

that improve standards, which are to be carried out in the 

schools; 

 “Giropizza”: cooking laboratory aiming at increasing socialisation 

and human relations in the community; 

 Visit to the peri-urban area of Naples (Scampia): problems 

occurring  in the area and examples of civil society commitment; 

 Memory hiking along the Naples’s main paths (Napoli); 

 Testimonials of humanitarian workers that are employed in the 

projects; 

 Projections of films about the project activites which deal with 

social inclusion and integration ; 

 Storytelling and testimonials of police officers working in the area; 

 “Quante ne sai?”: creative laboratories with women 

(dressmaking, jewelery design, improvisation work, etc.). 

 Enhance knowledge and 

understanding of social in-

clusion practices; 

 Acquire a good under-

standing of educational 

gaps of the children in  poor 

areas; 

 Acknowledge best prac-

tices methodologies to 

cope with domestic vio-

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 

YOU TO: 

© WeWorld Onlus 
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Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transport:ation: Public transport, 

rent-a-car,  taxi  

 

Accommodation:  Guest house; 

Hotel, B&B, AirBnB.  

 

Languages: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Euro 

Environment 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

 Banco de Recursos*, NGO Rosto Solidário  (Portugal) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

Rosto Solidário is a Portuguese NGOD located in Santa Maria da Fei- 

ra, Portugal. It encourages the reuse of furniture, household applian- 

ces, and clothing. Rosto Solidário promotes social inclusion and com-

munity engagement, by receiving and then distributing donated 

goods to families in  situations of greater vulnerability. It relies on the 

support of a technical team and a group of volunteers, who collect, 

sort, store and redistribute the products. The Resources Centre is a 

consolidated social response that is based on a strong partnership 

with other third sector institutions. 

ACTIVITIES: 

This is a three to seven-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefings on both the local context and project aims; 

 Provide support to the Centre’s everyday activities, namely col-

lection, sorting, storage and redistribution of the products; 

 Support the organisation and participate in workshops of restora-

tion and furniture customization; 

 Participate in the construction of a potential business model for 

the project; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 
 

 Acquire or develop know- 

how of environmental sus- 

tainability . 

 Increase awareness of the 

need to reduce, reuse and 

recycle (3Rs) 

 Reflect on the business possi- 

bilities opened up by the 

reuse of products and mate-

rials. 

 *Resources Centre 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

© Rosto Solidário 
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Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transport:ation: Public transport, 

rent-a-car,  taxi  

 

Accommodation: Guest house; 

Hotel, B&B, AirBnB.  

 

Languages: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Euro 

Environment 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

aTerra, Fundação fé e Cooperação (Portugal) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

FEC – Fundação Fé e Cooperação* is aimed at promoting integral 

human development through cooperation and solidarity between 

people, communities and churches. The project aTerra intends to 

reduce social inequalities, poverty and exclusion in the rural areas of 

the Portuguese small holdings, tackling two central problems: 1) lack 

of sustainability in rural areas with the consequent depopulation of 

the countryside and the recurrence of forest fires, loss of opportunities 

and biodiversity; 2) Lack of identity and awareness in the youth of the 

rural areas in terms of the challenges and the intrinsic values of the 

communities and regions in which they are integrated, followed by a 

diminished culture of commitment and responsibility in the pursuist of 

alternatives to the revival of those areas. In the scope of this project 

the following actions were implemented: (i) five trainings in organic 

farming; (ii) monthly meetings to share experiences; iii) study of diffe-

rent consumer preferences (families, institutions, retailers, wholesalers) 

towards the consumption of local produce; iv) co-ordination with the 

municipality schools to reach a commitment on local consumption. 

ACTIVITIES: 

This is a three-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefings on both the local context and project aims; 

 Develop educational activities for the schools in the Casa Velha 

Association garden kitchen and visits to local producers; 

 Participate in the world lunch or dinner of local produce in the Fáti-

ma School Hotel.  

 Learn about the local context 

and acquire/strengthen know-

ledge in the area of rural sustai-

nability in Portugal; 

 Reflect on the economic 

potential of valuing locally-

generated resources;  

 Understand the importance of 

building the skills of the school 

community as an integrated 

strategy of rural sustainability.  

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

 

The Faith and Cooperation Foundation 

© FEC 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transport:ation: Public transport, 

rent-a-car,  taxi  

 

Accommodation:  Guest house; 

Hotel, B&B, AirBnB, Camping with 

facilities (in QEM) 

 

Languages: Portuguese 

 

Currency: Euro 

Environment 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

QEM— Quinta Ecológica da Moita, ASPEA (Portugal) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

ASPEA (Associação Portuguesa de Educação Ambiental) is an Envi-

ronmental non-governmental organisation aimed at developing 

environmental education at the formal and non-formal levels. ASPEA 

implements several actions from its headquarters in Lisbon and in the 

five local offices around the country, namely: i) seminars and conti-

nuity training courses for teachers and environment monitors; ii) col-

laboration with municipalities; iii) research in the field of environmen-

tal education. "Quinta Ecológica da Moita" (QEM) emerges thanks 

to a partnership between Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Aveiro 

(SCMA) and ASPEA with the purpose of energising Environmental 

Education activities in Moita's Forest. QEM is a multifunctional buil-

ding, comprised by the Centre of Environmental Education and 

other facilities that provide support for a wide range of activities. We 

offer several nature related activities and services, such as (i) peda-

gogical workshops; (ii) rehabilitation of green spaces and ponds; (iii) 

promotion of family and community gardens; (iv) summer camps; (v) 

nature walks; and (vi) rural tourism. 

ACTIVITIES: 

This is an estimated ten-day training experience. Activities include:  

 Support for the activities scheduled in the Annual Activity Plan, 

namely: i) implementation of pedagogical workshops; ii) mainte-

nance of natural sites; iii) development of projects related to 

biodiversity and conservation, renewable energies, organic far-

ming, etc. 

 Support for marketing and communication activities.  

 Acquire or strengthen know-

ledge of environmental edu-

cation; 

 Understand the importance 

of formal and non-formal 

education;  

 Reflect on the economic 

potential of valuing locally-

generated resources.  

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

© ASPEA 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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Transportation: organised by the project 

staff (cars and/or minibus) 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in dormitories or hotels 

upon request (lodges, private apart-

ments, etc.) 

 

Language: English, German 

 

Currency: Euro 

Technical University of Košice 

Faculty of Economics  
 

Email: dekanat.ekf@tuke.sk   

            Gabriela.Kolvekova@tuke.sk  
  

Phone: +421 55 602 2286 

Environment 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

The Land Use Project of Technical University of Košice, 

Faculty of Economics (Slovakia) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

This land use project hopes to achieve reflection in the nearby areas 

used for recreation. The cultivation, restoration and reuse of land is 

an everyday activity, which is often taken for granted. The aim 

therefore, is to bring the community together to try to contribute to 

the improvement of quality of life. 

ACTIVITIES: 

This is a weekend training/visit including practical outcomes in 

selected traditional craft (e.g. carving, pottery...). The area 

selected for the training and visit depends on applicants’ prefe-

rences. We have come up with several options for the land whe-

re we expect to reach the goals of the project. Main activities 

include: 

 Observation, reflections and reactions linked with the needs 

identified in a given area (e.g. function and form of some old 

and new buildings in locality of High Tatra-Stary Smokovec); 

 Applying the crafts and skills in the area, e.g. cleaning, plant-

ing new plants and installing the craftworks produced  into 

the area; 

 Quick on the spot survey about the result achieved in the 

area; obtaining a feedback from users of the area visited and 

made use of during the experience. 

 Be active in the commu-

nity, an opportunity for a 

get together for reasons of 

environ mentalism. 

 Acquire new skills in tradi-

tional crafts and see them 

installed in the nature. 

 Have a say in what is going 

on in the neighbourhood. 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 

© TUKE 
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Transportation:  Organised by pro-

ject  staff  

 

Accommodation:  Hotel, B&B, 

Organisation Guest Houses. 

 

Languages: Portuguese, Lung'ié, 

Forro, Crioulo 

 

Currency: Dobra (STD) 
  

Environment 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Project Biosphere Communities-Responsible Communities, 

Biosphere Reserve of Príncipe Island (São Tomé and Príncipe) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

In 2012, UNESCO declared the island of Príncipe in São Tomé and 

Príncipe a Biosphere Reserve. Considering the socioeconomic frame-

work of this island, the fact that it is now a Biosphere Reserve boosts 

the sustainable way of life of its people, allowing for the restructuring 

and developing of the island’s main economic activities and taking 

advantage of excellent weather conditions combined with a unique 

history, culture and scenery. Biosphere Communities - Responsible 

Communities is a project aimed at raising awareness of the Príncipe 

Island communities for responsible waste management, by encoura-

ging separation, reuse and recycling as much as possible. This initiati-

ve is being implemented in three pilot-communities: Roça Sundy, 

Roça Porto Real and Praia das Burras. We expect to transform these 

localities into communities that recycle. Where waste is separated, 

recycled and transformed, not only cleaning the island, but also 

creating employment opportunities and boosting entrepreneurship. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated ten-day training experience. Activities include: 

 Briefings on both the local context, project background and its 

aims; 

 Awareness raising activities on environmental education (focused 

on waste reduction); 

 Workshop on waste transformation; 

 Short composter training course; 

 Participants make concrete proposal for the project (negotiated 

between both parties). 

 Acquire or develop know-

how of environmental sustai-

nability, with a focus on was-

te management.   

 Increase awareness of the 

need to reduce, reuse and 

recycle (3Rs). 

 Understand the economic 

potential of waste recovery. 

Rosto Solidário 
 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO 

© BRPI 
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Transportation: organised by the project 

staff (cars and/or minibus). 

 

Accommodation: organised by the 

project staff in the city of Bela Vista 

(lodges, private apartments, etc.).  

 

Language: Portuguese. 

 

Currency: Metical. 

Time For Africa 

  
Email: timeforafrica@gmail.com,  
         progetti@timeforafrica.it  
  

Phone: +39 (0)3489130020 

Environment 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

“A Roof for Everyone” Project,  Time for Africa (Mozambique) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The “A Roof for Everyone” project’s aim is to apply innovative, sus-

tainable and low-cost building techniques. Through this intervention, 

Time For Africa intend to promote the use of local and traditional ma-

terials to build houses so as to improve environmentally friendly build-

ing practices within the local communities of the Matutuine District 

near Maputo in Mozambique. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is a three-week training/visits including a workshop of four hours, 

which will be conducted in Mozambique within the scope of this pro-

ject. Main activities include: 

 4 hours introductory briefing on both the country and the project 

background; 

 Visits to the project locations and project beneficiaries; 

 Discussion groups and brainstorming meetings to identify needs 

and innovative solutions to improve Time For Africa’s best prac-

tices on Sustainable Environment; 

 Needs assessments and identification of activities to improve envi-

ronmentally friendly building practices in the District of Matutuine; 

 Sharing Knowledge about innovative, traditional and low-cost 

building techniques.  

 Enhance knowledge and un-

derstanding of the local cul-

ture, the local living standards  

and to get in touch with a real 

experience of environmental 

sustainability l; 

 To acquire a good under-

standing in the field of sustain-

able and environmental 

friendly works and construc-

tions . 

© Time for Africa 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO 
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Transportation:  organised by pro-

ject staff, public transport, taxi. 

 

Accommodation:  solidary (local 

community, etc) and tourist 

(hotel, hostel, etc) 

 

Language: Portuguese 

 

Currency:  Euro 

Rosto Solidário 

 Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

           geral@rostosolidario.pt 

Phone: +351 256 336 001 

Skype ID: rsongd 

 

Responsible Marketing  

Project ‘Há festa no Campo’, EcoGerminar (Portugal) 

ORGANISATION BACKGROUND AND LOCAL CONTEXT 

The Portuguese Association EcoGerminar promotes local develop-

ment and a solidarity economy through the skills building in the com-

munities of the region of Castelo Branco, Portugal. In a context mar-

ked by the steady loss of services, traditions and by an ageing popu-

lation at risk of isolation and exclusion, the project ‘Há festa no cam-

po’ (‘There is a celebration in the countryside’) fosters the cultural 

and social revitalisation of 4 villages: Freixial and Juncal do Campo, 

Chão da Vã and Barbaído, highlighting its intangible and cultural 

heritage. This project promotes community meetings, training work-

shops, participatory assemblies, fairs and expositions, maintaining 

relations with the local traditions, memories and festivities. 

ACTIVITIES 

This is an estimated five-day training experience. Activities include:  

 Briefing on both the local context and project background;  

 Visit the street art paintings in the villages; 

 Meetings with the local residents; 

 Participation in the activities undertaken in the scope of the pro-

ject. 

 Become familiar and 

reflect about alternative 

education spaces and 

about  artistic and cultural 

creation and innovation. 

 Acknowledge the impor-

tance of valuing communi-

ties’ know how as a means 

for territorial revitalisation. 

LOGISTICS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

© EcoGerminar 

THIS EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW 
YOU TO: 
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The present catalogue is one of the outputs of the project “Higher Education and 

CompanieS FOsteRing ETHICal Skills” (HECOS FOR ETHICS), funded by the European 

Commission under the Erasmus+ programme. HECOS for Ethics was developed from 2015 

to 2017 as a project on Ethical Skills and Corporate Social Responsibility led by AICCRE - 

Associazione Italiana del Consiglio dei Comuni e delle Regioni d’ Europa – Federazione 

Veneta.  

 

HECOS aimed at fostering ethical skills, development and internationalisation within 

educational and training institutions, through enhanced transnational cooperation 

between these and other stakeholders such as Chambers of Commerce and Industry, non

-governmental organizations (NGOs), Companies, etc.  

 

The need for the ethical training of employees, and managers in particular has been  

formally acknowledged in the Green Paper of the European Commission on ‘Promoting a 

European Framework for CSR’, which stated that ‘In response to the need to integrate CSR 

into the training of existing managers and employees and to anticipate the skills that will 

be required by managers and employees of the future, courses or modules in business 

ethics have become quite a common element of business degrees’.   

 

HECOS Aims: 

1. To enhance the role of ethical competences in the European Qualifications 

Framework (EQF) for managers by developing an innovative and attractive training 

format which would hit, assess, and recognize learning results and set common 

learning results standards related to ethical competences whilst also developing 

organizational skills in non-formal and informal training contexts. 

2. To facilitate the enrichment of ethical skills in managerial curricula and to foster the 

promotion of CSR in both the tertiary education sector and companies, by raising the 

awareness within private companies of the issues related to human rights, respect for 

the environment and the consumption of land and resources; values that are part of 

the ethical skills area of EQF for managers. 

3. To create a network of companies interested in experimenting with innovative 

training methods of non-formal and informal education for adults on the issues of the 

environment and human rights aimed at improving the organizational and 

management skills through the adoption of positive actions in the field of CSR and 

local, national and international solidarity. 

The project was implemented by a partnership of nine organizations from six countries, in-

cluding four training providers and universities, three NGOs and two chambers of com-

merce.  

For more information on the non-formal and informal training opportunities please contact 

any of HECOS partners listed in the next page. 

Hecos for Ethics— The Project 
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HECOS FOR ETHICS— The PARTNERS 

AICCRE - VENETO 

Isola di San Servolo, 30133,  

Venice, Italy, tel. 

+390412719566, Fax: 

+390418109966, www.aiccre.it 

Email: aiccreve@hotmail.com 

VOKA 

Lammerstraat, 18, BE23—Prov. Osst- 

Vlaanderen, Gent, tel. +3292661440, 

Fax: +3292661441, www.voka.be 

Email: geert.moerman@voka.be 

OIKOS ONLUS 

Piazza Patriarcato, 8, 33100, 

Udine,  Italy, tel. +390432520803,  

www.oikosonlus.net 

Email: info@oikosonlus.net 

ODISEE 

Warmoesberg, 26, BE, Brussel, 

Belgium, tel. +32(0)2101211, 

www.odisee.be 

Email: elien.crois@odisee.be  

INNO-SPRECTRUM 

Miskloc, H-3530, Esrsébet tér 2, Hungary, Tel. 

+36 203441723, 

www.innosprectrum.hu 

Email: fefrenc.meszaros@innospectrum.hu 

TUKE 

Letna, 9, 04200, Kosice, Slovakia, Tel. 

+421556022181, Fax: +421556332748, 

www.tuke.sk 

Email: natasa.urbancikova@tuke.sk 

PRC SCCI 

Vajanského, 10, SK041, 08001, 

Presov, Presovsky kraj, Slovakia, 

Tel. +421 517580062, Fax: 

+421517732413, www.po.sopk.sk 

Email: juraj.kupciha@sopk.sk 

STOCKHOLMS UNIVERSITET 

Universitetsvaegen, 10, 10691, 

Stockholm, Sweden, Tel. +46 9162000, 

www.su.se 

Email: maria.grafstrom@score.su.se 

ROSTO SOLIDARIO 

R. Mestre António Joaquim, 8, 4520-239, 

Santa Maria da Feira, Portugal, Tel. 

+351256336001, www.rostosolidario.pt 

Email: cidadaniaglobal@rostosolidario.pt 

mailto:elien.crois@odisee.be

